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Asymmetric emergence of low-to-no snow in 
the midlatitudes of the American Cordillera

Alan M. Rhoades    1 , Benjamin J. Hatchett2, Mark D. Risser    1, 
William D. Collins1,3, Nicolas E. Bambach    4, Laurie S. Huning    5,6, 
Rachel McCrary    7, Erica R. Siirila-Woodburn    8, Paul A. Ullrich    1,4, 
Michael F. Wehner    9, Colin M. Zarzycki10 & Andrew D. Jones    1,11

Societies and ecosystems within and downstream of mountains rely on 
seasonal snowmelt to satisfy their water demands. Anthropogenic climate 
change has reduced mountain snowpacks worldwide, altering snowmelt 
magnitude and timing. Here the global warming level leading to widespread 
and persistent mountain snowpack decline, termed low-to-no snow, is 
estimated for the world’s most latitudinally contiguous mountain range, 
the American Cordillera. We show that a combination of d yn am ic al, t he-
rmodynamical and hypsometric factors results in an asymmetric emergence 
of low-to-no-snow conditions within the midlatitudes of the American 
Cordillera. Low-to-no-snow emergence occurs approximately 20 years 
earlier in the southern hemisphere, at a third of the local warming level, 
and coincides with runoff efficiency declines (8% average) in both dry and 
wet years. The prevention of a low-to-no-snow future in either hemisphere 
requires the level of global warming to be held to, at most, +2.5 °C.

Mountains comprise 12% of the global land area outside of Antarc-
tica, but they disproportionately influence atmospheric, hydrologic 
and cryospheric processes across a continuum of spatio-temporal 
scales1. Through orographic enhancement of precipitation, mountains 
extract moisture from the atmosphere and store portions of this water 
in the form of seasonal snow, glaciers, surface water, soil moisture 
and groundwater2–6. As a result, mountain-derived water supports 
approximately 22% of the world’s water resource needs7.

The American Cordillera is the most latitudinally contiguous 
mountain range in the world8. The land-surface characteristics and 
hydrologic cycles in the midlatitudes of the American Cordillera have 
often been described as distorted mirror images of one another, on 
the basis of regional atmosphere and ocean circulations9, comparable 
storm types (for example, atmospheric rivers10) and seasonal snowpack 

dynamics5, which give rise to analogous ecosystems1,11–13 yet distinct 
hydroclimatologies based on different mountain hypsometry. Socie-
ties in these regions need to monitor the volume of water stored as 
snow and the timing of snowmelt to meet water demand in productive 
agricultural valleys and populous urban areas7,14.

Anthropogenic climate change is expected to fundamentally 
alter the hydrologic cycle in mountains5,7,15,16. These alterations include 
phase changes in precipitation, decreased snowpack and glacial water 
storage, and amplified warming with increasing elevation5,17–19. To date, 
the combined effect of these alterations drives unprecedented aridity 
in the midlatitudes of the American Cordillera14,20–24. Coinciding with 
enhanced aridity, observations indicate with high confidence that 
mountain snow cover has appreciably declined25. If trends in model 
projections are correct, deleterious, widespread and persistent 
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portions of the American Cordillera exhibit consistent below-median 
historical peak SWE percentiles. After 2050, below-median historical 
peak SWE percentiles are consistently projected across the Ameri-
can Cordillera, indicating a stronger signal-to-noise emergence  
(Fig. 1). This systematic emergence coincides with a divergence in 
hemispheric warming and associated differences in mean meridional 
overturning circulation, indicating differing mechanistic influences 
on low-to-no-snow emergence (Fig. 2). The weakening of the northern 
hemisphere general circulation could shape low-to-no-snow emer-
gence through dynamically induced shifts of the midlatitude jet, which 
steers the storm track and drives thermodynamic controls on landfall-
ing storm precipitation amount and phase and snowpack ripening due 
to an altered energy balance. In the southern hemisphere, the general 
circulation shows little response to warming, and low-to-no-snow emer-
gence could be controlled primarily through thermodynamic controls.

While decreases in mean peak SWE for 2015–2050 relative to 1950–
2000 are consistent and substantial in California’s Sierra Nevada (4/6 
simulations), the results are less consistent throughout the Pacific 
Northwest and North American Rockies (Supplementary Fig. 3). This 
result is shaped by differential changes in annual mean total precipita-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 4) and surface air temperature within indi-
vidual simulations (Supplementary Fig. 5). In the southern hemisphere, 
models (4/6) project increases in mean peak SWE (Supplementary Fig. 6).  
This results from increases in annual mean total precipitation (Sup-
plementary Fig. 7) combined with weaker, though substantial, annual 
mean surface air temperature increases compared with the northern 
hemisphere (Supplementary Fig. 8). However, a notable decrease in 
mean peak SWE in both hemispheres is found by the two models that 
project out to 2100, save for certain portions of the Canadian Rockies 
and northern Chilean Andes (Supplementary Figs. 3d,e and 6d,e).

Although Fig. 1 demonstrates a transition from average snow 
conditions to a future of low-to-no snow, it does not enable precise 
isolation of the emergence and persistence of snow loss given the dif-
ficulties in identifying a trend signal between 1950 and 2050. Hereafter, 
we focus our analysis on the highest-resolution model simulation  
(20 km, MRI-AGCM3-2-S) of the two available 150-year projections 
(1950–2099) in the HighResMIP ensemble to investigate the date of 
and degrees to emergence of low-to-no snow within the American 
Cordillera. It is important to note that our threshold-based approach 
imposes a threshold categorization (≤30th percentile historical peak 
SWE) of individual years as low-to-no-snow years, which obscures both 
the continuous nature of snowpack decline and the presence of various 
context-specific physical and infrastructural nonlinearities and thresh-
olds at which impacts occur. The percentile-based threshold was cho-
sen to be of sufficient magnitude to represent meaningful physical 
changes and societal impacts associated with snow prevalence16, and 
it enables us to use a consistent approach for examining the timing and 
drivers of low-to-no-snow emergence across geographic regions. To 
isolate the date at which snowpack depletion begins to appreciably 
impact the mountainous hydrologic cycle, we define thresholds for 
low-to-no-snow conditions at three different sequential time periods 
(Methods): extreme (back-to-back low-to-no-snow years), episodic 
(low-to-no snow conditions spanning five years) and persistent 
(low-to-no snow conditions spanning ten years). To identify midlatitude 
asymmetry in the emergence of low-to-no snow conditions, we use 
common latitude bands of ±32–59°. These latitude bands are symmetric 
about one another and comprise mountainous regions that maintain 
seasonal snowpacks across the entire 150-year period (as indicated by 
the extensive amount of missing values and/or more ephemeral snow 
conditions between the latitude bands of ±0–32° in Fig. 1b). The 
hemispheric-wide emergence of extreme low-to-no-snow conditions 
occurs 17 years earlier in the southern hemisphere with a median date 
of 20392051

2015 (standard median 95% confidence intervals are provided 
as a superscript and subscript46), versus 20562062

2049 in the northern  
hemisphere (Fig. 3a,c). This midlatitude asymmetry in low-to-no-snow 

impacts on downstream water resource availability and timing could 
occur across the American Cordillera18. This outcome is referred to as 
a low-to-no-snow future16.

Although the midlatitudes of the American Cordillera have his-
torically shared common hydroclimatic characteristics, there is evi-
dence in the palaeoclimate and historical record that hemispheric 
changes induced by climate change may be asymmetric26–30. This 
is due to process interactions at planetary-synoptic scales through 
differential alterations to the general circulation and the jet stream, 
which in turn influence the midlatitude storm track location, vari-
ability and persistence27,28; at meso-scales through thermodynamic 
changes in storm characteristics pertaining to precipitation pro-
cesses (for example, Clausius–Clapeyron scaling and precipitation 
efficiency10) and land-surface warming and associated feedbacks17; and 
at micro-scales through factors associated with mountain hypsometry 
such as topographic height, slope and ruggedness31,32, as shown in  
Fig. 2 of Siirila-Woodburn et al.16.

Hemispheric asymmetries in response to anthropogenic climate 
change also imply that the emergence of low-to-no-snow conditions 
may occur at different times in the midlatitudes of the northern and 
southern hemispheres. This differing timing is a consequence of 
interactions between dynamical, thermodynamical and hypsometric 
factors. Midlatitude asymmetries arise through alterations in global 
teleconnections (for example, the El Niño Southern Oscillation33), the 
genesis and landfall locations of storms10, the efficiency with which 
mountains extract moisture from the atmosphere34, the elevation 
of the freezing level35, the snowfall fraction of storms36, and the evo-
lution of snowpack cold content37 that drives metamorphism and 
eventual snowmelt38. It is therefore imperative to understand and 
estimate how these process interactions influence the emergence of 
a low-to-no-snow future across the American Cordillera, particularly 
for instilling resilience into water resource management.

Identifying low-to-no-snow emergence
The inherent issues in modelling the process interactions that shape 
the mountainous hydrologic cycle pose a scientific grand challenge, 
particularly in estimating the time horizon, spatial extent and magni-
tude of low-to-no-snow conditions16. Simulating decadal to centennial 
changes in mountain hydrology at global scales with better fidelity 
requires high-resolution models (that is, ≤0.5° horizontal resolution 
as discussed by Demory et al.39) and cannot be done with traditional 
Earth system model simulations40,41. However, current climate simu-
lations may now be approaching the resolutions needed to investi-
gate the emergence of a low-to-no-snow future in mountains at both 
global and regional scales42. Because it is one of the first multi-model 
ensembles that provide simulations at resolutions needed to capture 
global-scale mountain snowpack dynamics, we leverage the High Res-
olution Model Intercomparison Project (HighResMIP) ensemble43, 
which utilizes the high-emissions (SSP5-8.5) scenario44. We follow 
Körner et al.45 in defining mountains, particularly the American Cor-
dillera, and Siirila-Woodburn et al.16 in quantitatively characterizing 
low-to-no-snow emergence. The latter definition is based on annual 
peak snow water equivalent (SWE) percentiles (Methods). Next, we 
assess low-to-no-snow persistence and its connection to warming, and 
we identify whether there is hemispheric asymmetry in the midlati-
tudes of the American Cordillera. Last, we detail how the mountainous 
hydrologic cycle is fundamentally altered following the emergence of 
low-to-no snow.

Over the historical period (1950–2000), interannual variability 
in peak SWE is high relative to average declines along the American 
Cordillera, representing a weak signal-to-noise ratio of snow loss  
(Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). The signal of change refers to the trend 
in peak SWE decline, whereas the noise is the interannual variability in 
peak SWE magnitude. The magnitudes of peak SWE change are also pro-
vided (Supplementary Fig. 2). However, between 2025 and 2050, only 
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emergence timing is approximately the same for the episodic threshold 
(with a hemispheric difference of 19 years) and the persistent threshold 
(with a hemispheric difference of 22 years). Given the convergence in 
the median date of emergence of low-to-no-snow conditions between 
the episodic and persistent thresholds (Fig. 3a,c), post-emergence of 
low-to-no snow is hereafter defined as all years following the emergence 
of episodic low-to-no snow, or 205120512046 in the southern hemisphere 
and 20702073

2065 in the northern hemisphere.
The northern hemisphere, consistent with Xu and Ramanathan27 

and Friedman et al.28, warms faster than the southern hemisphere  
(Fig. 2a), even within the American Cordillera (Fig. 2b). Low-to-no-snow 
emergence occurs at a median local surface air temperature change of 
+3.5+4.0+3.4

∘C relative to 1950–2000. In the southern hemisphere, this 
occurs with approximately a third of the local warming, +1.2+1.2+0.9

∘C  
(Fig. 3b,d). This difference is partly explained by the historically warmer 
local annual surface air temperatures in the mountainous regions of 
the southern hemisphere (median of 5.7 °C over 1950–2000) than in 
the northern hemisphere (median of 2.7 °C over 1950–2000). From a 
global warming perspective, low-to-no-snow emergence occurs 
between +2.4 °C and +2.9 °C (between 2046 and 2051) in the southern 
hemisphere and between +3.5 °C and +4.1 °C (between 2065 and 2073) 
in the northern hemisphere. Elevation-dependent warming is also 
asymmetric (Supplementary Fig. 11a,e). The midlatitudes of the north-
ern hemisphere experience higher elevation-dependent warming 
(+3.8 °C per 500 m to +5.6 °C per 500 m) than those of the southern 
hemisphere (+1.7 °C per 500 m to +4.2 °C per 500 m). Despite the asym-
metric increase in surface air temperature in the midlatitudes of the 
northern hemisphere and the inclusion of both continental and mari-
time mountains within the American Cordillera relative to the southern 

hemisphere, the net result is symmetric convergence in hemispheric 
median annual surface air temperatures (~7–7.5 °C) during the years 
following low-to-no-snow emergence.

Post-emergence implications of low-to-no snow
Although midlatitude symmetry in annual mean surface air tempera-
tures in the American Cordillera occurs over the years post-emergence 
of low-to-no snow (Fig. 4a), asymmetric mountain hydrologic cycle 
responses arise. This reflects shifts in both annual mean total pre-
cipitation (Fig. 4b) and the fraction of precipitation falling as snow, 
or snowfall fraction (Fig. 4c). During the historical baseline period, 
southern hemisphere mountains received more than twice as much 
precipitation (median of 3,000 mm) as the northern hemisphere 
(median of 1,300 mm). Yet, the change in total precipitation is more 
consistent in sign with latitude in the southern hemisphere following 
the emergence of low-to-no snow (median of −9%). Historically, the 
southern hemisphere also received a smaller fraction of precipitation 
as snowfall (median of 12%) than the northern hemisphere (median of 
35%), but the net decline in snowfall fraction is comparable (median 
of −42%) following the emergence of low-to-no snow (Fig. 4c). In the 
northern hemisphere, the precipitation that falls on the surface without 
antecedent snow cover increases from 45% to 67% of the total precipi-
tation fraction (Supplementary Fig. 12). In the southern hemisphere, 
the precipitation that falls on the surface without pre-existing snow 
cover increases by only 10% (73% to 83%) but still remains higher than 
in the northern hemisphere. This coincides with a marked decrease 
in the mean number of freezing days from 137 to 83 and 65 to 34 in the 
northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. Freezing day shifts 
result in changes in the percentage of total precipitation that comes as 
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Fig. 1 | The signal-to-noise ratio of low-to-no-snow emergence. a, American 
Cordillera (black polygons) from 60° N to 60° S. Lines at ±32° latitude and 
country borders are shown in grey. b, Latitude band averages of annual peak 
SWE percentiles within the American Cordillera as simulated by the highest-
resolution (20 km) HighResMIP simulation (MRI-AGCM3-2-S) over 1950–2100 
under the high-emissions shared socio-economic pathway (SSP5-8.5). The top 

x axis shows the annual mean global surface air temperature anomalies, and the 
bottom x axis indicates the years between 1950 and 2100. The years 1950–2000 
are used as the historical reference period to compute percentile bins and annual 
mean temperature anomalies. White regions indicate annual peak SWE values 
≤2.54 mm or no SWE. Low-to-no-snow conditions are defined as latitude band 
average annual peak SWE ≤30th percentile.
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snowfall on pre-existing snow cover from 43% to 24% in the northern 
hemisphere and from 21% to 14% in the southern hemisphere and a 
marked decrease in the area of freezing conditions and snow on both 
intra- and inter-annual timescales (Supplementary Figs. 13 and 14).

The combined effect of warmer surface air temperatures, 
increased rainfall and less snowpack post-emergence of low-to-no 
snow alters runoff generation in mountains (Supplementary Figs. 9–11, 
13 and 14). Runoff efficiency relates the amounts of total precipita-
tion and total runoff in a given year (Fig. 4d). Temperature strongly 

dictates changes in runoff efficiency47 through changes in evaporative 
demand23,48 and seasonal snowpack amounts, which acts as a more 
efficient and predictable runoff generator than rainfall49–51. Specifi-
cally, warming has been shown to modulate snowmelt rate and timing, 
which in turn strongly influences runoff efficiency52–54. In the mid-
latitudes of the northern hemisphere, a clear monotonic relationship 
between latitude and runoff efficiency exists over the historical period  
(Fig. 4d). This relationship is not as evident in the southern hemisphere 
(Fig. 4d). Despite the weaker relationship between runoff efficiency 
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and latitude in the southern midlatitudes, there is a more consistent 
amount of historical runoff efficiency across latitudes (median of 70% 
versus 49% in the northern hemisphere). This relationship could be 
due to differences in mountain slope (higher throughout the southern 
hemisphere) and glacial and vegetation distributions with elevation 
(less in the southern hemisphere). Post-emergence of low-to-no snow, 
the northern midlatitudes exhibit a consistent decrease in runoff 
efficiency (median of −11%), whereas in the southern midlatitudes a 
more heterogeneous response occurs, with increases or decreases 
generally demarcated above or below latitude 44° S, respectively. 
This coincides with earlier peak SWE timing, slower snowmelt rates 
and shorter snow season lengths (Supplementary Fig. 15), corrobo-
rating the findings of Trujillo and Molotch52 and Musselman et al.53. 
Runoff efficiency also decreases (or does not change) with elevation 
in the northern midlatitudes, whereas in the southern midlatitudes 
elevations below 3,000 m show a decrease in runoff efficiency and 
elevations above 3,000 m show an increase (Supplementary Fig. 11d,h). 
We hypothesize that this is probably a signature of glacial decline 

and/or extreme storm events that impact higher elevations in the  
southern hemisphere55.

Despite increases in runoff efficiency with latitude (Figs. 4d and 5a,d),  
the spatial patterns of historic runoff efficiency also demonstrate the 
influence of continentality (Fig. 5a) in the northern hemisphere, with 
coastal mountains yielding higher runoff efficiency. Midlatitude moun-
tain regions in both hemispheres are projected to undergo declines in 
runoff efficiency as a result of warming (Fig. 5b,f). The largest changes 
are projected for the interior Rocky Mountains (Fig. 5b) and the cen-
tral Andes (Fig. 5e). Exceptions occur in the coastal ranges of British 
Columbia and Patagonia, where glacial melt will increase runoff, as well 
as in California, the southern Cascades and the northern Andes, where 
extreme precipitation is projected to increase55–57. As a result of warming 
and the emergence of low-to-no snow conditions in the late twenty-first 
century, we consider two types of years to examine runoff changes: (1) 
low-snow and low-precipitation years and (2) high-precipitation years. 
In the colder historical climate, low-snow years are tied more directly to 
low precipitation. In the future, precipitation variability and snowpack 
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variability become more uncoupled. Declines in runoff efficiency dur-
ing low-snow and low-precipitation years are the greatest in the North 
American Rockies (Fig. 5c) and central Andes (Fig. 5g). Runoff efficiency 
also decreases during future wet years (Fig. 5d,h), with exceptions in 
the aforementioned regions where extreme precipitation is projected 
to become more frequent. Runoff decreases probably result from 
increases in atmospheric demand for water throughout the year and 
a future limit on evaporation associated with less snowpack and soil 
moisture in drier months21. These results suggest a net reduction in 
the capability of American Cordillera midlatitude mountains to reli-
ably provide water resources to downstream users post-emergence 
of low-to-no snow conditions.

Discussion
Partially because the hydrologic cycles in the midlatitudes of the 
American Cordillera have historically been distorted mirror images of 
one another, their projected response to climate change is asymmetric. 
We found midlatitude asymmetries in the emergence of low-to-no 
snow conditions, or when snow loss becomes deleterious, widespread 
and persistent. Low-to-no snow emergence is projected to occur in the 
northern midlatitudes in 20702073

2065  at a local warming level of  
+3.5+4.0+3.4

∘C. However, in the southern midlatitudes, low-to-no snow 
emergence is projected to occur in 205120512046 at a local warming level  
of +1.2+1.2+0.9

∘C. This asymmetry in low-to-no snow emergence is a func-
tion of hypsometric differences not only along the midlatitudes of the 
American Cordillera but also across spatial scales. At planetary-synoptic 
scales, a shift in the atmospheric general circulation (for example, 
meridional slowdown in the northern hemisphere) was found and is 
related to asymmetric hemispheric warming (Fig. 2). At 
synoptic-to-meso scales, changes brought about by alterations to 
landfalling storm characteristics (for example, heterogeneous changes 
to annual total precipitation and ubiquitous reductions in snowfall 
fraction) and more localized elevation-dependent warming were iden-
tified. Our findings suggest that the prevention of midlatitude low-to-no 

snow emergence requires global warming to be limited to, at most, 
+2.5 °C. It is important to emphasize that although the rain–snow par-
titioning scheme in MRI-AGCM3-2-S, unlike most Earth system models, 
accounts for temperature and humidity (Methods), the global warming 
level that gives rise to low-to-no snow emergence may be a conservative 
estimate. This is because the historical climatology was wetter and 
colder than several reanalysis datasets and regional observation-based 
gridded products (Supplementary Information). MRI-AGCM3-2-S also 
has a colder equilibrium climate sensitivity than other HighResMIP 
models (Supplementary Table 1), and low-to-no snow emergence occurs 
later than the multi-model average estimates derived from the North 
and South American Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling 
Experiments (Supplementary Figs. 29 and 30).

Our low-to-no snow definition is an attempt at providing an annual, 
decision-relevant, location-independent, reproducible estimate of 
snow loss and its impacts. We recognize that this definition has inher-
ent limitations as it uses a threshold to make assumptions about when 
qualitatively distinct water supply impacts arise, when in fact such 
impacts are likely to be more continuous and depend on locally relevant 
and context-specific factors. Moreover, this approach does not account 
for subannual snow season dynamics. With that said, in the midlati-
tudes of the American Cordillera, mountain runoff is often derived 
from snowpack50 and is critically important to meet water demands. 
Post-emergence of low-to-no snow, annual runoff efficiency markedly 
declines throughout the midlatitudes of the American Cordillera, 
an indication that the definition conveys physically meaningful and 
decision-relevant information. The annual runoff declines are of the 
greatest magnitude during future dry years, though even wet years will 
see mountains generally becoming less efficient at generating runoff 
as the loss of snowpack enhances evaporative losses21. Decreased 
water availability from surface water in both dry and wet years yields 
two outcomes. First, future dry years will experience exacerbated 
drought conditions compared with historic dry years. Second, less 
efficient runoff in future wet years implies that these years will not 
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Fig. 4 | Mountainous hydrologic cycle changes post-emergence of low-to-no 
snow. a–d, Latitude band mean hydrologic cycle responses within the northern 
(blue) and southern (green) midlatitudes of the American Cordillera for all years 
following low-to-no snow emergence. The annual mean surface air temperature 
(a), annual mean total precipitation (b), annual mean snowfall fraction (total 
annual snowfall divided by total annual precipitation) (c) and annual mean 
runoff efficiency (total annual runoff divided by total annual precipitation) (d) 

and their changes for all years post-emergence of low-to-no snow (right side of 
each panel) are shown. The changes are all relative to the 1950–2000 historical 
reference period. Historical values are shown with dashed lines. Midlatitude-wide 
median values for both the historical period and post-emergence of low-to-no 
snow are shown via coloured tick marks along the x axes. A dashed zero line is also 
provided in each subplot showing hydrologic cycle changes post-emergence of 
low-to-no snow relative to the historical reference period.
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ameliorate drought as effectively as occurred historically. However, 
increased runoff efficiency during occasional wet years in the coastal 
mountains of western North America and in the central Andes could 
provide brief drought amelioration provided this water can be stored16. 
Risks associated with markedly reduced runoff pose direct challenges 
to an already complex decision-making system5,7,16,18. These risks are 
heightened by centuries of infrastructure design and management 
strategies that have largely assumed climate stationarity and that do 
not agree with palaeoclimate records or future climate projections58–60. 
Further compounding these risks, the southern midlatitudes of the 
American Cordillera are projected to face low-to-no snow emergence 
nearly 20 years earlier than the northern midlatitudes. This warrants 
attention and action as the southern Chilean Andes have the highest 
global water tower index outside of Asia7, yet the region has nota-
bly less built infrastructure, fewer monitoring networks and fewer 
forecasting centres that could instil resilience to these hydrologic 
cycle alterations. The cross-hemispheric perspective of low-to-no 
snow emergence also demonstrates commonalities across regions 

and highlights the need for a pro-active exchange of policy interven-
tions61, cutting-edge water management strategies62–65 and concep-
tual frameworks66,67. Most importantly, this perspective highlights 
the need to implement carbon mitigation strategies at scale68 that 
inhibit the global warming level at which persistent low-to-no snow  
conditions emerge.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author con-
tributions and competing interests; and statements of data and code 
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Methods
HighResMIP v.1.0
The HighResMIP ensemble offers cutting-edge, high-resolution Earth 
system model simulations, particularly over centennial-scale periods. 
The model horizontal resolutions across the three models used in our 
analysis spanned ~250 km to ~20 km (Supplementary Table 1). The only 
model to satisfy Tier 1–3 HighResMIP protocols (MRI-AGCM3-2) was used 
for a more extensive analysis of the date of and degrees to emergence 
of low-to-no snow and its post-emergence implications for the moun-
tainous hydrologic cycle (Supplementary Information). MRI-AGCM3-2 
also provided some of the highest-resolution simulations (60 km and 
20 km) in the HighResMIP ensemble and has shown above-median skill 
(total score, 82; top score, 85) across several Earth system model skill 
indicators, spanning the energy budget, hydrologic cycle, large-scale 
dynamics and seasonal metrics69. The MRI-AGCM3-2 snow model has four 
layers and prognostic snow density that accounts for mixed-phase water 
storage and transport, densification, and albedo changes between fresh 
and aged snow70. Furthermore, MRI-AGCM3-2 relies on both surface air 
temperature and, unlike most Earth system models, relative humidity to 
determine rain–snow partitioning in its land-surface model (see Section 
2.3 and Appendix C/D in Hirai et al.70). Jennings et al.37 have shown that 
this can have an outsized role in the representation of the 50% rain–
snow temperature threshold, where a 10% increase in relative humidity 
decreases the 50% rain–snow temperature threshold by 0.8 °C. This is 
particularly important for snow accumulation in continental mountain 
regions (with lower relative humidity) and has been identified as a major 
model development goal to enhance Earth system model fidelity in 
mountains (see Box 1 in Siirila-Woodburn et al.16).

There is a growing literature that shows that Earth system model 
simulations run at sufficiently high resolution (≤0.5° horizontal resolu-
tion), like those provided by HighResMIP, show better convergence in 
the representation of the global hydrologic cycle, generally through 
better representation of topography, moisture transport, land–sea 
contrasts, and evapotranspiration and moisture convergence to pre-
cipitation ratios, and less reliance on subgrid-scale parameterizations 
to estimate precipitation39. For example, enhanced topographic repre-
sentation along the American Cordillera (namely, in Central America) 
has also been shown to dampen long-standing global circulation biases, 
such as the double Intertropical Convergence Zone71, and has shown 
better representation in mountain-range-scale snowpack life cycles 
than low-resolution simulations40,41,72. Although model convergence 
in the representation of the seasonal cycle of mountain snowpack 
may require even higher resolutions, we also note that model fidelity 
does not always systematically increase with higher resolution alone72.

With that said, the analysis was limited by the lack of Earth system 
models that simulated a future climate scenario to 2100 and output 
daily SWE to appropriately estimate the peak amount and timing of 
water stored in mountain snowpacks. The weak signal-to-noise ratio 
in changing snow conditions (that is, the climate change signal versus 
the noise of interannual variability) along the American Cordillera by 
2050 and the stronger signal-to-noise ratio post-2050 underscore the 
importance of producing continuous climate projections to at least 2100 
in future HighResMIP ensembles. Therefore, a major limitation of this 
analysis is that we were constrained to using a single model to estimate 
the date of and degrees to emergence of low-to-no snow. The use of a 
single-member, single-model simulation does not allow for the assess-
ment of uncertainty in future projections associated with intermodel 
structural and parameter uncertainty, such as climate sensitivity or 
internal variability, and how they might influence estimates of a low-to-no 
snow future73–75. A prioritization of multiple ensemble members in future 
HighResMIP experiments would help constrain uncertainties associated 
with internal variability and climate sensitivity. Uncertainty in our analy-
sis also arises due to the use of a single emissions scenario, which does 
not account for rapid policy intervention that could limit greenhouse 
gas emissions68. To sidestep emission-scenario-specific outcomes, we 

explicitly highlight both the global and local surface air temperatures at 
which low-to-no snow emergence might occur. With all of that said, we 
note that our analysis is a proof of concept of what future high-resolution 
multi-model ensembles could deliver.

Mountain definition
To evaluate how well the hypsometry of the American Cordillera is 
represented in the model simulations and assess the mountainous 
hydrologic cycle response to future asymmetric hemispheric warming, 
we utilize a mountain mask that isolates the world’s mountains into 
1,013 distinct polygons comprising an area of 13.8 million km2 (refs. 1,45).  
We subset this larger mountain mask to include only the American 
Cordillera, which spans the Pacific Coast ranges of Alaska and British 
Columbia through the South American Andes (Supplementary Fig. 16). 
The American Cordillera is ideal for assessing hemispheric asymmetry 
of low-to-no snow, as it is contiguous across more latitude bands than 
any mountain range in the world and is continuously abutted by the 
Pacific Ocean to its west, ensuring that hydrologic cycle responses are 
not markedly influenced by upwind landmass interactions, save for the 
interior mountain ranges of the northern hemisphere midlatitudes.

According to the Global Mountain Biodiversity Assessment (http://
www.mountainbiodiversity.org/explore), devised by Körner et al.45, the 
American Cordillera comprises a mean latitudinal elevation between 
83 m and 3,498 m, a maximum latitudinal elevation of 6,261 m (based on 
the ~4-km-resolution Shuttle Radar Topography Mission elevation data-
set) and a maximum ruggedness of 1,154 m (the maximal elevational dif-
ference in a 3 × 3 grid). The highest-resolution model in the HighResMIP 
ensemble (MRI-AGCM3-2-S) has nearly the same representation of the 
mean latitudinal elevation (between 28 m and 3,497 m) as the Global 
Mountain Biodiversity Assessment, yet there is a ~1,000 m low bias in 
the maximum latitudinal elevation of 5,294 m (Supplementary Fig. 16).

Calculation of the date of emergence of low-to-no snow
To assess the hemispheric asymmetry and latitudinal responses of the 
American Cordillera to climate change, we assess the annual maximum 
SWE, or peak SWE. Peak SWE is calculated for the entirety of the High-
ResMIP model simulation period (1950–2099) and averaged across 
each latitude band within the American Cordillera. To eliminate regions 
of ephemeral snow cover, a minimum amount of peak SWE depth 
was needed (>2.54 mm, or the instrumental precision of in situ SWE 
measurements; https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/wcc/home/
dataAccessHelp/faqs/snotelSensors/). We then bin filtered the peak 
SWE estimates into 10th-percentile bins, using the first 50 years of the 
simulation as the historical reference period (1950–2000). Importantly, 
this historical reference period is characterized by a wide range of cli-
mate variability indicators (for example, strong to weak phases of the 
El Niño Southern Oscillation, as shown in Patricola et al.33).

To quantitatively isolate the persistence of low-to-no snow years, 
we develop several definitions and apply them to the HighResMIP simu-
lation over the American Cordillera. Low-snow is defined as peak SWE 
≤30th percentile, and (virtually) no snow is peak SWE ≤10th percentile16. 
These percentiles are also analogous to “snow drought” thresholds 
utilized in recent literature76–78, but we opt for the low-to-no snow 
terminology because drought implies a temporary deviation from 
average that is unlikely to occur in a continuously warming world. 
The low-to-no snow percentile-based definition is chosen partly on 
the basis of the success of the United States Drought Monitor’s ability 
to highlight impactful water stress on ecologic and socio-economic 
systems using percentile-based thresholds77,79 and, more specifically, 
on the basis of recent research showing that runoff is reduced and 
consistently more constrained in portions of the western United States 
when peak SWE approaches conditions of low-to-no snow78,80. Peak SWE 
is used as a proxy for the total water volume available for downstream 
reservoir replenishment and water availability. The use of peak SWE also 
gets around arbitrary dates often used in resource management (for 
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example, 1 April) that cannot account for earlier shifts in peak SWE tim-
ing with warming, nor can these dates be applied across hemispheres.

We define a back-to-back low-to-no snow year as ‘extreme’, five 
years in a row as ‘episodic’ and ten years in a row as ‘persistent’. These 
temporal definitions are chosen on the basis of their historical impact 
on water management—namely, the ability of traditional management 
mechanisms and infrastructure storage capacities to meet annual 
water demand16. Back-to-back (extreme) years of low-to-no snow 
have occurred in the historical record (for example, in the 1970s and 
2010s)81,82. Although impactful, historically these conditions were 
intermittent and not spatially ubiquitous across the western United 
States, rarely leading to catastrophic water supply outcomes. Episodic 
low-to-no snow (five years in a row) has also occurred in recent history 
(2012–2016) in the western US and led to dramatic shifts in water and 
agricultural management practices, new water policy (for example, 
the Sustainable Groundwater Act) and mandatory reductions in water 
use83. Persistent low-to-no snow (ten years in a row) has yet to occur 
in the historical record. In such a case, it would probably be virtually 
impossible to meet historical water demand assuming no changes to 
water management practices and infrastructure.

Using both the low-to-no snow definition and the temporal defini-
tions, we then estimate, at each latitude band (mean conditions) along 
the American Cordillera, when peak SWE percentiles meet (assigned a 
1) or don’t meet (assigned a 0) the ≤30th percentile. Then, for years with 
low-to-no snow, we identify instances with at least one (for ‘extreme’), 
at least four (for ‘episodic’), or at least nine (for ‘persistent’) consecu-
tive preceding years of low-to-no snow conditions. The end result is 
a time series of zeros and ones in each latitude band describing the 
non-occurrence or occurrence (respectively) of each low-to-no snow 
condition in each year. A common statistical analysis when dealing with 
0-and-1 data such as the low-to-no snow categories is that of logistic 
regression, which seeks to quantify relationships between some inde-
pendent or explanatory variable of interest (for example, surface air 
temperature in each year) and a dependent or response variable that 
is {0, 1}. Unlike ordinary least squares regression, which quantifies 
linear relationships between an explanatory variable and a continu-
ous response variable, logistic regression quantifies a relationship 
between an arbitrary explanatory variable and the probability of the 
response variable being 1. Numerical methods are used to estimate 
the various statistical parameters involved in the logistic regression 
model (Supplementary Information), which can then be used to derive 
best estimates of how the probability of experiencing a low-to-no snow 
category evolves over time according to surface air temperature. We 
then use these fitted probabilities to identify a date of emergence for 
each low-to-no snow category by selecting the first year for which the 
estimated probability exceeds 0.5. The 0.5 threshold is chosen because 
it represents at least a greater-than-random chance of occurrence of 
the various consecutive low-to-no snow year conditions.

Data availability
The post-processed data used in this analysis are available via a publicly 
accessible Science Gateway at the US Department of Energy’s NERSC 
(https://portal.nersc.gov/archive/home/a/arhoades/Shared/www/
NCC_2022).

Code availability
The analysis code for this study is available via a publicly accessible 
Science Gateway at the US Department of Energy’s NERSC (https://
portal.nersc.gov/archive/home/a/arhoades/Shared/www/NCC_2022).
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